The Socialist Century (-ies?)
Looking back at 20th Century “world leaders” [sic] such as the domestic enemies Woodrow
Wilson, FDR, and LBJ, and foreign thugs like Stalin, Hitler, Churchill, and all the rest, it
seems socialism was all the rage– even when called something else.
So many “common people” also fell for the socialism lie and thought envy was a great
thing to rally around and use as a foundation for a “society”. Socialism was everywhere,
and we are still suﬀering the eﬀects.
The 20th Century should be known as the Socialist Century.
My hope would be that it would be a singular mistake, not repeated in the 21st Century.
But I’m not optimistic. Judging by current trends, we may be entering Socialist Century 2.0.
And it may end up being even worse than the previous century before it’s over and done.
Too many pseudo-thinkers still love the idea of stealing from some and giving to others. For
political power and money. They lie when they claim it’s about caring. But, all politics is
based on lies, so what do you expect?
It seems obvious that socialism will increase until self-inﬂicted disaster forces an end to it.
I hope you and I can use the awareness of what’s coming to prepare and prosper
throughout it– or at least survive it. If you can proﬁt from it, on the backs of the socialists
who are trying to eat you alive, do it with a clear conscience. If you can proﬁt oﬀ the
socialism by helping the rare fellow non-socialist through the rough times, just know you
are providing a service– you are one of the good guys.
Through all the pain it causes you, just remember the monumentally greater pain it will
cause the dolts who embrace it when their chickens come home to roost. They’ll be
shocked and caught by surprise. You won’t. That makes you mighty.

